I. Call to Order
   • Alejandro Guerrero calls the meeting to order at 5:00pm

II. Group Announcements
   • ASPC Senate photo session 11 October 2018
   • Board of Trustees retreat Friday 12 October 2018
   • Quarterly Senate Review 14 October 2018

III. Approval of Minutes (None Today)
   • -

IV. Fall 2018 ASPC Senate Elections Review
   • Timeline
   • Lowest Turnout rate since 2015
   • Goal: Increase number of candidates running and voter turnout rate
   • Need help updating and publicizing signups with proper information

V. FLI Search Committee Student Compensation (Diana and Elia presented)
   • First-Gen and/or Low-Income (FLI) and DACA/undoc community both working with DOS to compensate % students on the Search Committee for new First Gen Coordinator
   • Present Letter for DOS outlining reason for compensation of those students
VI. Confirmation of Letter Presented by Diana and Elia for FLI Search Committee Student Compensation to Student Body
- Pie moves to Approve Letter presented; Andriw Seconds
  - 8 Approved | 0 Opposed | 1 Abstained

VII. Confirmation for ASPC to sign Letter Presented by Diana and Elia for FLI Search Committee Student Compensation as an Entity
- Zandro moves to Sign Letter presented; Malak Seconds
  - 6 Approved | 0 Opposed | 3 Abstained

VIII. ASPC Student Accountability (Sam)
- Avis framework for list as a form of social exclusion
- Continual push for collaboration with survivors and advocates for accountability
- Senate share input for how they will work to address sexual assault on campus

IX. Conversation with Dean Hinkson
- Main point of meeting with Dean Hinkson is to address email about list and review of student organizing for survivor support and regarding administration’s lack of support
- Issue with lists from Dead Hickson:
  - Social exclusion
  - Tension, disagreements were not concerning sexual assault, but discomfort for other reasons
  - Other means of voicing concerns through campus programs and support (trust the process)
- Points about list (measures for students protecting students):
  - Lack of institutional trust because of their lack of support
  - DOS and Title 9 coordinator all new, don’t understand Pomona yet
  - Mental health at Pomona has not been addressed completely

. Adjournment / Closed Meeting
- Alejandro Guerrero adjourned the body at 6:30 p.m.